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The latest research in the field of neurosciences on empathy, tuning, emotional understanding and high executive functions
found in 3D therapy is an effective implementation. 3D therapy applies the 3D printer in the realization of 3D objects that
will be therapeutic elements. The 3D object is the result of emotional involvement in the therapeutic session. The evoked
dysfunctional emotion is transposed as a graphic on a sheet by the same child. The method has a sequential process that is
activated with adequate visual and verbal stimulation (phase A) the child's emotional involvement and blocked emotion that
causes discomfort. The emotion evoked, transposed on a graph, is materialized in a 3D object (phase Bx) placed in front of the
child. The observation of the object unleashes in the child (phase Cx), a strong emotional impact that goes from amazement/
wonder to surprise/novelty, an impact that calls for a dynamic process of visual and tactile observation (phase D). It follows
a comparison and narration, with a continuous search for solution to the problem (phase E), up to the understanding and
emotional stabilization (phase F) with the assimilation of new information on one's self, made more and more cohesive and
integrated. The observation process involves the activation of mirror neurons that reflect the objective emotions, made clear
and real by the 3D object, and the executive functions that plan a research strategy and solution to understand and integrate
the emotional elements producing a real change in the self of the child.
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